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3	 Encouraged by rapturous praise for its revived Fifty Fathoms 

diver, Blancpain is venturing beyond its clean trademark purism 

and entering a newfound sporty territory. And joining the new 

L-Evolution upstarts is a regular bathyscape for the wrist, the 

500 Fathoms. But should the Swatch Group brand really be 

swimming in such deep waters?

Alex Doak

Blancpain 500 Fathoms is water 
resistant to 1000 m, equipped 
with a helium decompression 
valve, a unidirectional bezel and 
the self-winding Calibre 1315. 
£13,440.
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For such a steadfast, conservative brand – hardcore, some might say – it’s 

hard to imagine Blancpain deviating far from its practised furrow of high-end, 

in-house watch manufacture. The appeal is in its very singular philosophy – 

something that collectors and aficionados will always respect, no matter what 

their inclination, and despite the laughable “Depuis 1735” proclamations of 

unbroken lineage (now dropped from the logo, mind). Indeed, as UK Brand 

Director Joseph Panetta reminded me, whilst strolling across Swatch Group’s 

vast “Plaza” at this year’s Baselworld, “None of the brands under the Swatch 

umbrella conflict in any way – each nurtures a distinct niche.” Of the prestige 

brands, Breguet fosters a celebrated legacy, Glashütte Original upholds the 

Saxon tradition, and Blancpain… Well, Blancpain is Swiss watchmaking through 

and through; exquisitely executed and quietly accomplished. Dull to some eyes 

perhaps, but unarguably refined to all.

But this isn’t to say Blancpain is immune to occasional whims. As the esteemed 

Editor so diplomatically reported in these pages in 2006, there have even been 

ladies’ watches – though a better term might have been ‘watches that men 

buy for ladies’, judging by the level of attention that Blancpain actually paid to 

what ladies might want from a watch, beyond gems and yet more gems.

This year, the latest jaunt onto unbeaten tracks is sport. Both the Lamborghini 

Trofeo special edition and L-Evolution quartet are distinct for their on-trend 

streamlined cases, matt-black techiness, cutaway dials and oversize numerals. 

Like the ladies watches, all feature variations on Blancpain’s impeccable 

movement portfolio – the flyback chronograph and 8-day 3-barrel tractor being 

notable examples – but all comparisons to Blancpain’s usual offering end there. 

Make what you will of this new direction, but suffice to say the commercial 

decisions taken by the Hayek clan have rarely deviated from the savvy, so the 

market is clearly hungry for a higher-octane Blancpain. 

The Blancpain Fifty Fathoms Ocean Blue has a 45 mm white 
gold case with a cobalt blue dial and bezel, which houses the 
sturdy Calibre 1315. Limited to 50 pieces, £22,780.
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Murky depths 
But while we await the opening salvo of the Lamborghini Trofeo at Adria, Italy 

this May (make sure you read our trackside interview with CEO Marc Hayek in 

the next issue) it’s worth saluting one of Blancpain’s rather less flighty whims 

of late – the salvaged Fifty Fathoms diving watch. The success of this, the 

original ‘man in the field’, has no doubt lent impetus to Blancpain’s newfound 

outdoorsy lifestyle. But what’s more interesting is why this hidden treasure 

remained hidden for so long. It’s only thanks to the current craze for vintage, 

reissues and all things retro that this watch emerged from the murky depths 

at all – complete with fully formed heritage and undeniable kudos, owing to its 

obscure professional origins. 

Indeed, the Fifty Fathoms was never considered a commercial proposition. It 

was developed very much under the radar, when Commander Robert Maloubier 

and Lieutenant Claude Riffaud were instructed by the French Navy in 1952 

to establish a crack unit called ‘Les Nageurs de Combat’. Answering the 

demands of these elite frogmen, Blancpain Rayville SA, as it was then, created 

a genuinely viable alternative to the well-established Rolex Oyster. Word of 

its chunky epoxy bezel, luminous legibility and eponymous water resistance 

soon spread along the front lines, and commissions for ‘milspec’ Fifty Fathoms 

came flooding in from Israeli, German and Polish soldiers, even from the US 

Navy SEAL demolition team. In one instance of priceless product placement, a 

particular series of Ffity Fathoms appeared on the wrists of Jacques Cousteau 

and his team of intrepid underwater explorers, in the Palme d’Or-winning Le 

Monde du Silence (1956). 

Like Panerai’s early days of national service, such a sporadic production of 

small-run iterations means early examples are eminently collectable; more so 

now that this cult wristwatch has finally broken the surface and more than a 

Blancpain developed the Fifty Fathoms during the early 
1950s ‘Les Nageurs de Combat’ of the French Navy.

Commander Robert Maloubier of the 
Les Nageurs de Combat, French Navy.

The genre-defining 
aesthetics are all intact
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mere rack of anoraks are aware of its illustrious past. The genre-defining 

aesthetics are all intact; that voluptuous bezel (now in sapphire) just begging 

to be twizzled, and its dial still broadcasting the time with burning luminosity, 

albeit with numerals rather than the dots of the original. 

In fact, the only major change (ignoring for now the white 

ceramic ladies variants) being it is no longer resistant 

to Fifty fathoms; try closer to 164, for the time-

only model as well as the inevitable, but 

handsome nonetheless, tourbillon and flyback 

chronograph spin-offs – the latter with 

screwdown push buttons, normally the 

Achilles heel of any chronograph hoping 

to break out the flippers. 

What few people realize however is that 

the original watch already had its 150 

m badge back in 1952. But since helium 

‘trimix’ breathing mixtures were yet to be 

developed, Fifty fathoms (about 91 m) was 

the lowest that divers could reach safely 

with cylinders of normal compressed air, so 

Blancpain modestly named its new watch 

just so – perhaps so as not to diminish its 

customers’ sense of achievement. Nowadays, 

with diluted gas mixtures that minimize the risk 

of oxygen toxicity at high pressures, divers can 

theoretically descend as far as 285 fathoms (520 

m) with ‘open circuit’ scuba gear – though the world 

record is actually ‘just’ 180 (330 m), set in 2005. The 

latest generation of fully enclosed Atmospheric Diving 
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The Monaco Yacht Club Fifty Fathoms in white 
has a chronograph with flyback function.

Blancpain 500 Fathoms
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Further Information: www.blancpain.com

System (ADS) suits go down to 333 (610 m), but you’d be struggling to find 

anywhere to strap your Blancpain, let alone manage to read it properly. Which 

begs the question: why the new 500 Fathoms and 500 Fathoms GMT? 

Beyond reason
Well, why not? For the same reason that Rolex’s Sea Dweller goes even 

deeper and why Jaeger-LeCoultre sank its Master Compressor Diving GMT to 

1,080 m off Hawaii in 2007 – it’s in the nature of mechanical watchmaking to 

exceed the ordinary and to delight in the preposterous. Like the mountaineer’s 

reasoning, it’s worth doing “because it’s there”. It’s almost quite charming 

that Blancpain has thoughtfully fitted a helium escape valve to its new wrist-

board bathyscapes – just in case you do actually take your £15,000 watch to 

a depth from which decompression genuinely poses a risk to the integrity of 

your sapphire crystal. But I’m more taken by how nicely the valve aligns with 

the bold sunburst dial, which in turn is complemented by the brushed-titanium 

case. And impressed by the fact they’ve engineered a robust-enough sapphire 

caseback, which in turn reveals a propeller-shaped rotor (admittedly out of 

step with the brutalist design).

It doesn’t bear comparison to the original Fifty Fathoms of course, but that’s 

to miss the point. Blancpain has been kitting-out Naval saboteurs and marine 

frontiersmen to individual specifications for over half a century – it’s high time 

they toyed with the possibilities themselves. And having come so far, there’s 

little danger of this particular tangent becoming another whim.  8
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Like the mountaineer’s reasoning,  
it’s worth doing “because it’s there”

Calibre 1315. Self-winding, 
5-Day PR with a Glucydur 

free sprung balbance.
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